Crawford & Company Legal Services™ recruitment shifts up a gear
Paul McGrath, David Ingleson and Simon Fisher join recently launched business
LONDON (22 March 2017) – Crawford & Company Legal Services™ has announced a trio of high level
appointments as the company builds further scale into its comprehensive offering.

The company has appointed Paul McGrath to head up its large loss department. In addition, former
Weightmans® partner since 2011, David Ingleson joins as head of fraud for motor and liability and
Simon Fisher, previously head of costs at DWF® Liverpool is joining Crawford Legal Services to head
up the costs department.

Crawford Legal Services, launched in late 2016 after receiving an Alternative Business Structure
Licence from the Solicitors Regulation Authority®, has been recruiting heavily and expects to
announce further appointments in the near future.

“I’m very pleased Paul, David and Simon have chosen to join Crawford Legal Services and I see it as a
further endorsement of our model which is already beginning to attract significant client and market
interest,” says Jason Spencer, managing director, UK Legal Services.

“Paul has over twenty years large loss experience, David joins us as a widely respected figure in the
fraud market and Simon’s skills in cost negotiation will be an essential part of our model moving
forward. We are entering into a further phase of considerable change for the legal sector and these
appointments help provide us with the platform to offer service and commercial differentiation to
the market. I am very pleased we have been able to attract individuals of this calibre to the
company,” commented Spencer.

About Crawford
Based in Atlanta, Crawford & Company (www.crawfordandcompany.com) is the world's largest
publicly listed independent provider of claims management solutions to companies and self‐insured
entities, with an expansive global network serving clients in more than 70 countries. The Crawford
Solution® offers comprehensive, integrated claims services, business process outsourcing and
consulting services for major product lines including property and casualty claims management,
workers compensation claims and medical management, and legal settlement administration. The
Company’s shares are traded on the NYSE under the symbols CRD‐A and CRD‐B.

About Crawford Legal Services
Crawford Legal Services™ (www.crawfordlegalservices.co.uk) provides legal and technical claim
solutions to a broad range of clients. Through an Alternative Business Structure licence it
differentiates by its alignment to client needs, commercial approach and a diverse offering across
multiple cross class insurance product lines.
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